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Document Automation for Lawyers International Edition

Dive into the game-changing world of legal document automation. See how modern software can simplify your work, cut down mistakes, and...
Automation for Lawyers International Edition

Legal
emea,apac
gidetype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, collaborationtopic, productivitytopic
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Document Automation for Lawyers

Dive into the game-changing world of legal document automation. See how modern software can simplify your work, cut down mistakes, and...
Automation for Lawyers

Legal
north america
gidetype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, collaborationtopic, productivitytopic
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On-Demand Webinar: Trends in Automation and AI

Watch this engaging discussion with Judi Flournoy of Kelley Drye, Mike Ferrara of FTI Consulting, and Dan Hauck of NetDocuments.
On-Demand Webinar

legal
north america, australia
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, cloudtechnologytopic, collaborationtopic, governancetopic, securitytopic, productivitytopic, changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, 
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Document Management for Small Firms Made Easy

The way that businesses store documents have drastically changed in the last decade. The days of...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment
cloudtechnologytopic, documentmanagementtopic, emailmanagementtopic
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That was Easy! Small Law Firm Sees Big Returns Switching from Worldox to NetDocuments

This firm experienced significant benefits when they switched their DMS from Worldox to NetDocuments. Read more about their story...
Case Study


north america
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cloudtechnologytopic, collaborationtopic, securitytopic, productivitytopic, changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, emailmanagementtopic,
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Corporate and Litigation Law Firm Sees New Possibilities by Switching to NetDocuments 

See how Kings & Jurgens made the move from Worldox to NetDocuments for an improved user experience and seamless integration with Microsoft 365
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
midlawsegment
documentmanagementtopic, productivitytopic, securitytopic, changemanagementtopic
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5 Legal Technology Trends Driving Productivity: International Edition

Find out what tech trends will enable organizations to reach record-breaking levels of productivity and pave the path for the future…
Whitepaper

legal
north america
whtprptype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, cloudtechnologytopic, collaborationtopic, governancetopic, securitytopic, productivitytopic, changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, emailmanagementtopic, 
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5 Automation Trends Changing the Face of Legal Work: International Edition

The right automation tools can increase efficiency, modernise workflows, reduce errors, and help meet the data security and...
Guide

Legal
north america, emea
gidetype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, collaborationtopic, productivitytopic
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5 Automation Trends Changing the Face of Legal Work

The right automation tools can increase efficiency, modernize workflows, reduce errors, and help meet the data security and...
Flipbook

Legal
north america
gidetype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, collaborationtopic, productivitytopic
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Digital Transformation: The Tech-Driven Legal Revolution

Discover the power of technology in enhancing efficiency, streamlining tasks, and driving strategic decisions.
Guide

legal
north america
whtprptype
corpsegment
automtiontopic, cloudtechnologytopic, collaborationtopic, governancetopic, securitytopic, productivitytopic, changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, emailmanagementtopic, 
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24 Voices for 2024: International Edition


Explore 24 insightful perspectives about AI and automation tech, and what else you need to know about emerging trends in this year’s annual report by 
Whitepaper
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24 Voices for 2024: Government Edition

Explore 24 insightful perspectives about AI and automation tech, and what else you need to know about emerging trends in this year’s annual report by 
Whitepaper
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NetDocuments PatternBuilder MAX Case Study

Learn how PatternBuilder MAX “greatly accelerates the process for drafting and reviewing legal documents” in this research report by Info-Tech.
Case Study

legal
north america, australia
csestdytype
midlawsegment
productivitytopic
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Empowering Government Efficiency: Navigating Automation Trends and Enhancing Workflows

Facing increasing pressure to deliver better constituent experiences, improve efficiency, and reduce costs? Learn how NetDocuments can help. 
Guide 

Government 
north america
Guide 
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5 Legal Technology Trends Driving Productivity

Find out what tech trends will enable organizations to reach record-breaking levels of productivity and pave the path for the future…
Whitepaper

legal
north america
whtprptype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, cloudtechnologytopic, collaborationtopic, governancetopic, securitytopic, productivitytopic, changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, emailmanagementtopic, 
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Executive Roundtable: Digital Transformation in Latin American Law Firms

In this executive panel discussion, you’ll learn about Claro & Cia's data-driven approach to...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
strategicsegment, corpsegment
documentmanagementtopic, changemanagementtopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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24 Voices for 2024

In this NetDocuments' annual report, discover what 24 Voices across legal are saying about AI and automation technologies…
Whitepaper

legal
north america
whtprptype

automtiontopic, cloudtechnologytopic, collaborationtopic, governancetopic, securitytopic, productivitytopic, changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, emailmanagementtopic, 
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Ensuring Productivity, Security, and Seamless Collaboration for Lavan's Hybrid Workforce

Lavan, a leading legal firm in Australia, sought to enhance productivity and security by transitioning from an on-premises...
Case Study

legal
north america, australia
csestdytype
midlawsegment
productivitytopic, securitytopic, changemanagementtopic
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5 Indisputable Advantages to Online Legal Document Management

Is your legal department pulling its hair out trying to maintain tight security and governance...
Guide

legal
north america
gidetype
inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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Your Most Common Pain Points, Solved

Government agencies are turning to modern cloud-based document management systems (DMS) to...
Guide

legal, gvindust
north america
gidetype
inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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Choosing the Right Legal DMS for your Law Firm

Choosing the right technology for your law firm can be a confusing – if not overwhelming...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment
documentmanagementtopic, changemanagementtopic
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About the NetDocuments Platform

NetDocuments is the leading cloud-based document management system (DMS) that helps end-users...
Brochure

legal
north america
brchretype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
producttopic, documentmanagementtopic
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New Cloud-Native DMS Brings Opps for Fewer Clicks and More Flexible Work

Midsize law firm Ruder Ware has shifted away from on-premises tools and is moving forward with a cloud-first approach...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment
changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic
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Big Journey, Bigger Rewards:

Let’s be honest: Switching document management systems is no joke. It can be a complicated and...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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A Nightmare on Implementation Street: True Tales of Legal Tech Terror

If you’re a Legal Ops Professional, more than likely you have evaluated Legal Technology...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
changemanagementtopic, documentmanagementtopic, producttopic
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Meeting You Where You Work: Exciting Enhancements Coming to NetDocuments ORGANIZE

As law firms continue to transition foundational technologies to the cloud, NetDocuments is...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, producttopic, productivitytopic
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Cloud-based DMS Drives Employee Agility and Productivity at UK Law Firm

legalmatters didn’t want to reinvent the wheel when it came to their document management system...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
smlsegment, midlawsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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All You Need to Know About Enterprise Search for Law Firms

Picture a search experience that works as intelligently as popular internet searches and provides...
Whitepaper

legal
north america
whtprptype
midlawsegment, strategicsegment
productivitytopic, securitytopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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How the Council of Europe United 6,000+ Users in 23 Countries On a Single Platform

The Council of Europe (CoE) consistently produces highly sensitive documents with detailed...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Security in the Cloud

So much is rapidly changing around us with the need to share and collaborate on critical business...
Brochure

legal
north america
brchretype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
securitytopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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10 Corporate Legal Tech Trends for 2022 and Beyond

Modern technology plays a foundational role in risk management and compliance efforts for General...
Whitepaper

legal
north america
whtprptype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
cloudtechnologytopic, producttopic, productivitytopic
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ILTA Lunch and Learn

Watch this webinar to learn from NetDocuments Solution Expert about how you can use Power Apps to...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
cloudtechnologytopic, productivitytopic, producttopic
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10 Legal Tech Trends for 2022 and Beyond

Today’s technology has the potential to make law firms more competitive, profitable, and secure...
Whitepaper

legal
north america
whtprptype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment
cloudtechnologytopic, documentmanagementtopic, productivitytopic
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ILTA Lunch and Learn:

Through automation, firms can improve efficiency, client experiences, and differentiate...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Ask Alvin: A Conversation With Alvin Tedjamulia And Caroline Hill

Content management has evolved so that you can access your content wherever you are in the world...
Webinar

legal
north america
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, producttopic, productivitytopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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How Law Firms Attract And Retain Talent Amid The ‘Great Resignation’

The Great Resignation is upon us. According to Microsoft, more than 40% of workers around the...
Webinar

legal
north america, united kingdom
wbnrtype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
changemanagementtopic, productivitytopic
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How Integrating Technologies Enables Seamless Workflows

Today, more than ever, in-house legal teams need tools that enable them to get into their...
eBook

legal
north america
ebktype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, productivitytopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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Cloud Myths for Large Law Firms — Debunked

Recent times have brought to light the need for seamless anywhere access to all the things people...
Guide

legal
north america
gidetype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic, cloudtechnologytopic
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Effortless Collaboration and Ideal SaaS Solutions Fuel Long-Term Relationship

Miles & Stockbridge has been an operating law firm for over 82 years. Based in Baltimore, it now...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Is Your Technology Working for You – or Against You?

Commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) solution providers often praise the benefits of their products to...
Checklist

gvindust
north america
chklsttype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
productivitytopic
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Managing Documents in the Permanently Hybrid Workspace

Modernizing document management systems to cope with the demands of remote and hybrid work is an...
Whitepaper

gov
north america
whtprptype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, governancetopic, productivitytopic
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How Magrath Sheldrick is Future-Proofing Their Business with First-Class Partnerships

For most law firms, digital transformation is a gradual process — unless your all-in-one practice...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
smlsegment, midlawsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Adopting New Ways of Working with a Competitive Advantage

Digital transformation has been around for years but has certainly taken center stage since the...
eBook

legal
north america
ebktype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic, collaborationtopic, productivitytopic
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Inspiration From the Trenches:

Jay Selanders, Chair of Kutak Rock, had a long list of reasons why document management was the...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Inspiration from the Trenches:

Feeling burned by bad document management systems? So was Willem Leppink, an intellectual...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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How One of the Nation’s Largest Universities Uses ndThread to Unite Dispersed Teams

For one of the United States’ largest public universities, streamlining communication was the key...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Document Management: Streamline Your Firm’s Document Workflows

Can you easily find, access, and collaborate on any client matter document from anywhere, on any...
Podcast

legal
north america
pdcsttype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Digital Transformation in the Cloud & the Way Ahead

Agencies serving the public-sector have a great responsibility and are held to very high...
Whitepaper

gov
north america
whtprptype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
cloudtechnologytopic, documentmanagementtopic, governancetopic, productivitytopic
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Searching for Better Information Governance

Husch Blackwell was utilizing a popular on-site server provider to store its important documents...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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NetDocuments Offers SLJ Abogados Global Competitive Advantage

This boutique litigation firm wanted DMS technology that would give them best practice document...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
smlsegment, midlawsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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How Kutak Rock Maximized Efficiency and Eliminated Busywork with NetDocuments

Kutak Rock had three goals in mind when selecting a new document management system...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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Am Law 100 Firm Discovers Cloud-Based Solution

Sheppard Mullin reached a critical point where server replacements and infrastructure...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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3 Stories of Staying In-Sync in the Midst of a Pandemic

You make it intuitive. You make peoples’ day-to-day work experiences more productive and efficient.
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic
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PatternBuilder Document & Workflow Automation

PatternBuilder brings together inherited security and platform capabilities; a native, rich document management connection...
Brochure

legal
north america
brchretype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
automtiontopic, documentmanagementtopic, producttopic, productivitytopic
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CollabSpaces: Secure File Sharing for the Modern Workforce

Sharing and collaborating on files with folks outside your organization can easily get messy when...
Brochure

legal
north america
brchretype
smlsegment, midlawsegment, strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
producttopic, collaborationtopic
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Take Control of Your Inbox with Reliable Email Management

Discover how a reliable, purpose-built document and email management solution tailored for government agencies can offer many...
Webinar

gvindust, pubsecindust
north america
wbnrtype
inhousesegment, 
emailmanagementtopic
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Save Time By Streamlining Your Document Processes

Download this brochure to learn about NetDocuments’ streamlined document mark-up viewer, Margin...
Brochure

legal
north america
brchretype
strategicsegment, corpsegment, inhousesegment
producttopic, collaborationtopic
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How to Successfully Switch Your DMS

Any long journey requires careful planning and preparation. It’s no different when you’re...
Guide

legal
north america
gidetype
strategicsegment
documentmanagementtopic, changemanagementtopic
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How Saffery Uses NetDocuments

Saffery Champness is a top 20 firm of Chartered Accountants and Registered Fiduciaries, operating...
Case Study

legal
north america
csestdytype
corpsegment, inhousesegment
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2021 State of the Intelligent Information Management Industry

What's happening to the way we manage information in 2021? A FREE Report that combines...
Whitepaper
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Document Management Buyer’s Guide

Legal Tech Publishing provides an overview of NetDocuments’ solutions, latest developments and enhancements, and an insightful article…
Guide
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Learn Solution from NetDocuments


Brochure
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Rethinking Risk: What Research Reveals About New Drivers and Approaches

AIIM’s 2022 State of the Intelligent Information Management report revealed that information management strategies centered...
Webinar
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Managing Information to Minimize Business Risk and Maximize Business Value

In this infographic, learn more about maximizing the business value of information assets while also reducing the risks.
Infographic
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Cloud-First Technology - Case Study

When Warrick McLean took up his role as CEO at Coleman Greig, he knew he wanted to keep up the...
Case Study
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Ask These 26 Questions Before Your Next DMS Purchase

A document management system (DMS) is an essential tool for the modern lawyer as matters continue...
Guide
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Workspace Security Manager: Tackle Your Most Complex Security Challenges

With Workspace Security Manager (WSM) by NetDocuments, you have the tools to delegate security...
Brochure
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Solving Your Practice's Document & Process Automation Needs with PatternBuilder

Legal professionals are tired of repetitive administrative tasks that take them away from higher-value work. They need...
Webinar
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Solving Your Practice's Document & Process Automation Needs with PatternBuilder: International Edition

Legal professionals are tired of repetitive administrative tasks that take them away from higher-value work. They need...
Webinar
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Como se Proteger Contra a Crescente Ameaça de Ransomware

O aumento dos ataques de ransomware não é segredo. Esta é uma ameaça muito real para empresas e...
Webinar
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CLM x DMS: How Supercharged Legal Departments Deliver Faster, Better Work - Part 1

With fast-moving deals, vendor onboarding, and a variety of other responsibilities to handle...
Whitepaper
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CLIO + NetDocuments Present: How Technology Can Support Your Firm in Today's Rapidly Changing Environment

If today’s global pandemic has taught us anything, it’s how crucial it is for businesses to be...
Webinar
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Hear It Firsthand: How a Multi-Tenant Cloud Solution Has Been Integral to Disaster Recovery

With over 3 billion people on lockdown from the COVID-19 pandemic and nearly every single person...
Webinar
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Client Retention Strategies & Acquisition Insights for Law Firms

What is better than acquiring one new client? If you answered two new clients, you’re right. If you answered retaining one...
Webinar
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Why State Governments are Adopting Digital Transformation Strategies

In this on-demand webinar, hear about the common and current challenges state governments are facing with document management.
Webinar
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Optimizing Document Management in a Digital Era

2020 has reshaped the way we live and transformed our professional lives. Technology will...
Webinar
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Planning for a Teams Implementation When You Have a Document Management System

Sometimes you don’t have the luxury of planning implementations. However, when you do, having a roadmap – especially one that...
Webinar
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Break Up with Your VPN, It’s Easy To Do

While VPNs are useful for encrypting communications such as company data and internet history, it...
Webinar
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ChatLink Integration for Microsoft Teams

ChatLink enables you to continue working inside the Microsoft Teams interface while enjoying...
Brochure
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Why Dropbox is Not a DMS and What You Should Be Looking For

We’ve all heard of (and used) consumer cloud storage services – e.g. Dropbox, Google Drive...
Webinar
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Webinar Series Part 3 | User Adoption: Driving Change for Successful DMS Implementation

Investment in the document management system is significant, however the benefits can be even...
Webinar
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How Kutak Rock Fueled Growth

Kutak Rock is a fast-growing, diversified law firm that has evolved to become one of the nation’s...
Case Study
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Outlook for Lawyers: Tips, Tricks and Tools for Optimizing The Worlds Most Popular Information Manager

Outlook is a powerful collection of productivity tools designed to help manage your emails...
Webinar
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How NetDocuments is Helping You Meet – and Exceed – Your Security and Governance Requirements

Today’s realities for establishing and maintaining data security and governance controls have...
Whitepaper
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How to Transform Remote Collaboration

Remote working has dramatically increased the need to transform the way documents are created...
Webinar
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From Perk to Profit: How Corporate Legal Teams Can Implement Flexible and Remote Work

Working remotely isn’t just for crisis situations. In fact, remote work can help corporate legal...
eBook
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Power Automate

Through automation, firms can improve efficiency, client experiences, and differentiate...
Webinar
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Secure and Protected: Measures Every Law Firm Should Be Taking

Law firms experience no shortage of security challenges — from cyberattacks to data leakage to...
Webinar
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6 Steps for a Seamless Email Management System Implementation

Email management systems (EMS) built for lawyers makes it a breeze to manage inboxes, file client...
Checklist
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Solving the Challenge of Repetitive, Mundane Tasks with PatternBuilder

Legal professionals are tired of repetitive administrative tasks that take them away from higher-value work. They need...
Webinar
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The Great Resignation: Keeping Knowledge When Talent Leaves

The Great Resignation continues to have a significant impact on law firms around the world. We...
Webinar
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DMS Implementation Best Practices

Do you need to move your on-premises DMS to the cloud? It’s not as easy as some may lead you to believe. Make sure you have the...
Webinar
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How All Attorneys Can Work from Home Without Compromising Digital Security

The COVID-19 pandemic has many corporate legal departments facing the same situation – how can...
Webinar
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The Growth of the Consultancy Model and the Future of SME Law Firms

The increase in consultant firms we are seeing is reshaping mid-market and high street operations...
Webinar
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Attorney Collaboration: How Law Firms Are Maximizing Revenue and Their Reputation

A firm’s greatest asset is its lawyers—but restricting matters to one individual’s expertise may...
Guide
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NetDocuments' Integration with DocuSign eSignature

Built directly into the platform, NetDocuments' integration with eSignature saves you valuable...
Brochure
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The Digital Firm 2.0: Chatbots, Virtual Assistants, and More for Tech Savvy Law Firms

With the onset of legal technology, forward-thinking law firms are incorporating tech into their...
Webinar
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10 International Legal Tech Trends for 2022 and Beyond

Today’s technology has the potential to make law firms more competitive, profitable, and secure...
Whitepaper
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Strengthening Cybersecurity in Higher Ed

What’s making colleges and universities such a popular target for cybercrime? This whitepaper takes a deeper dive into the...
Whitepaper
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Ploum Initiates Move To The Cloud With NetDocuments

Innovative firms all over the world are making the switch to cloud document management, and Ploum...
Case Study
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